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How do we define/categorize mild HL?

Do we need a definition/criterion?
• Candidacy for devices
• Eligibility for early intervention
• Qualification for research studies, scholarships
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Without NHS referral, children with mild HL fit later

PEPTA predicted
delay between
age at HL conf &
HA fitting (r =
−.45, p = .03).

Walker, et al. 2017

Children with mild HL experience delays between
confirmation & HA fitting—why?
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Delays due to ambivalence?

Difficulty obtaining appt
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HAs not recommended
Conflicting recommendations
or would not fit HAs (n=3)

Family did not proceed 4
Funding approval
Other med conditions

Medical clearance
Middle ear
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Professionals recommended
waiting for more dx tests (n=2)
or until child was 6 months of
age (n=2)
EVA fluctuating loss, multiple
dx tests (n=1)
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Ambivalence toward HAs is a widespread issue

% Respondents

Parent-reported amplification use
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PEPTA did not
influence fitting
decisions in this
study.
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Inconsistent use

Not used

Not recommended

Mild bilateral HL (n=31)
Modified from Fitzpatrick et al (2019) JAAA

Consistency of use lower for children with mild HL

Walker et al, 2013

Do you think hearing aids help your child hear
better? “I don’t know…”
• I don’t know, we still have a hard time noticing she has a hearing loss.
• He does respond to quieter sounds with the aids on but he is alert with
them off too. We need to get better at putting them on.
• I know it is necessary, but he is so young and he takes them off a lot. I think
it helps and see the value in it.
• I don’t know. I can’t tell a big difference.
• I cannot say yes or no. It is hard to tell. She responds well without her aids.
• He does not always wear his aids. I doubt sometimes that he hears better
with them on. He doesn’t like his aids but I make him wear them.
• I can’t imagine that they do. He is so young now to know.
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Can we be more proactive?
Parents do not comprehend the impact that even
a mild hearing impairment can have on speech
and language development. We are using data
logging to help encourage parents to have their
child wear their devices more consistently. Often
it is not until speech and language is measured as
delayed that they buy into needing to use the
devices all waking hours.

Need the evidence to support HAs for mild HL

Carew et al 2017

Audibility has similar relationship with outcomes
for children with mild & mod-severe HL

Tomblin et al 2014
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Full-time HA users with mild HL have better
vocabulary & morphology than non-users

Modified from Walker, et al., 2015

HA use provides consistent audibility, even when
unaided audibility is high
He takes a break from his
hearing aids on weekends and
afterschool.

Less benefit?

VS
The only time she takes them
out is when it’s too loud.

More benefit?

Does Effective Audibility Index (dosage) explain
outcomes?
AidedHrsAidedSII – UnaidedHrsUnaidedSII = EAI
Hours Aided SII

Hours

Unaided SII

EAI
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0.75

8

0.25

6.32
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0.75

12
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4.59

8
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16
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2.76

4
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20
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Walker et al, accepted
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Yes! More benefit from HA use when unaided SII
less than ~80

Walker et al, accepted

Language similar to NH when unaided SII >80

CNH median score

Unaided SII < 80 Unaided SII > 80
below CNH scores meets CNH scores
McCreery et al, accepted

Conclusions
• Validation of unaided SII < or = 80
• Based on children who:
• Were not fitted with hearing aids
• Were fitted and did not use hearing aids

• BONUS!
• Takes into account ear canal acoustics
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Why do we want to take into account ear canal
acoustics for unaided audibility?
We know the RECD affects hearing aid
measurements, but how do they affect
thresholds??
• Inserts / ABR transducer calibrated referenced
to a 2 cc coupler.
• Effective stimulus level will decrease as the ear
canal volume increases.
• In dB HL, thresholds will appear to be worse
over time as ear canal grows

Same HL - 6 months vs. 6 years

Hearing aid candidacy
• Unaided SII is a standard that incorporates
• How hearing loss affects audibility
• How ear canal acoustics change over time
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How to implement the new SII criteria
1. Enter audiogram into Verifit
2. Measure/enter/average RECDs
3. Observe unaided SII value for average speech

Unaided SII < 80 fitting criterion
Old PTA-based criterion
• Did not reflect effects of ear-canal
acoustics
• Not based on language outcomes
data
• Not easy to quantify impact of
hearing on audibility

New unaided SII criterion
• Reflects effects of ear-canal
acoustics on thresholds
• Based on language outcomes data
• Quantifies impact of hearing on
audibility

“Mild”
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Difficulty

Term we use
to describe
loss = parent
perception
of disability
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Term

Modified from Haggard & Primus 1999 AJA
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How will using
unaided SII
change how
you counsel
families about
“mild” HL?
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